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Sir,-I beg to trouble you with the following account of a very
but also to have kept him silent; he however seems
I have lately come into the posssesion of. In myprecurious
to have accepted the fact that the tune was not what ambles manuscript
about town I had occasion (feelinghungry) togo into a cheesein
the
neighbourhood of Clerkenwell to purchase a
he had described, but at the same time he endeavoured monger's shop
piece of cheese ; perceiving that the shopman had served the little girl
to cover his retreat by venturing on the following with
some butter wrapped up in a piece of music in manuscript, I
assertion: "The ground lately produced by Dr. asked him if he had any more music of that kind; he stated that he
had had a great quantity that he purchased for waste-paper, some
Kitchener, composed by Dr. Bull, bearing the title of written
and some printed, and produced the one I am now about to
' God save the King,' proves what I have before describe, which was the last he had left, which he said if it
was of any use to me I might have; the paper is very old, about
of
or
music
a
tune
the
first
that
stated,
piece
naming
the time of James or Charles I., one side is blank, with the following
in honour of the king was by Dr. Bull."
number at the corner, 141. On the side which is not paged is the
the staves have five lines, but on the music side a sixth had
above
tune
the
It will be seen that
composed by music,added
with the pen; at top is written the " King's Anthem," " Dr.
Dr. Bull, under the title of " God save the King," been
Bull." For a long time I was not able to make these words out, except
"
which are plain enough; but on
may be taken to represent either a chant to the four the words King's " and " Dr. Bull,"
of the h in the other words being carried down like a y it
words, or a musical embodiment of the cry of the account
puzzled me for some time; at the beginning of the stave is the
populace. The short phrase " God save the King" sign forcommon time, with a dot and a figureof three underneath
it"
must have been in frequent use in the house of God, the music is barred with six minims in a bar for the first"seven bars
only, which seven bars contain the tune of our present God save
in the palace, and in the streets, from the time of the
King," only the tune appears to be different to that which
is playea now; the tune has harmony to it, either for the organ,
King Solomon downward.*
or as I suppose another keyed instrument (perhaps the virginal,
From the year 1823 the question of the authorship as
I have heard of such an instrument), but as 1 only play the
of " God save the King" frequently cropped up in fiddlea little I am not sufficientlyable to judge. Underneath the first
bar
(with the aid of a glass), forthe writing is so small it can scarcely
the public journals, and at length the Gentleman's
be traced with the naked eye, is the followingwords: " God save oure
Magazine of 1836 devoted several articles to its mightye Kinge." After the first seven bars, which contain the whole
music, apparently in a differenttime, beconsideration, and finally closed with the following of the tune, there is other
with the words, "In the 0 Lorde." There is not the whole of
sentence: " We are therefore arrived at the close ginning
the anthem, but in the whole page, containing twelve staves, there are
of our inquiry, and the result appears to be that the thirty-fourbars very closely written,and very full(I mean of harmony).
The tune of " God save the King" is in the key of G, with the sharps
original music of "God save the King" was an placed before the notes. Should
anybody wish to see it I shall be
of
for
the
or
Blow
anthem prepared by Purcell
Chapel
happy to forwardit to your office,if you will put a notice to that effect
in
answer
to
your
correspondents.-Yours,
James the Second."
This brought Clark again into the front of the Gray's Inn Lane.
fight,and in August, 1837, he published a short pam(To be continued.)
phlet addressed "to the lovers of research, the
historian, and the impartial critic." It will be
WITH DANCING.
unnecessary to say much of this extraordinary MUSIC IN CONNECTION
production, excepting that Clark roundly asserts " no
SALAMAN.
K.
BY
CHARLES
doubt the melodywas as popular then (in Purcell's day)
as it is at this time," and that Purcell had avowedly
(Continuedfrompage 137.)
imitated Bull's melody.+ He adds, "A continuationon
this subject nevertheless will shortly appear. In the
DANCING,songs, and instrumental music were the
meantime, R. Clark respectfully assures his Royal, very essence, so to speak, of the ancient May festiNoble, and Honourable Subscribers, and especially vities of England. Every town and village green had
the Master, Wardens, and Court of Assistants, of the its permanent maypole, around which gathered, in
on all occasions of
Worshipful Company of Merchant Tailors, that his the genial May season-and
former account is correct, and that the National merriment and festivity-the lasses and lads of the
Anthem and National Grace, ' Non nobis Domine,' place and its surrounding neighbourhood, to sing, to
were written in Latin by Ben Jonson to please King dance, and divert themselves with the national sports
James the First, he being considered a good Latin and pastimes of the period. "The evening dances
scholar, and were first sung in their Hall." I have on the village green," says Chappell, "1were from
Harvest was then
already examined the truthof most of the foregoing Whitsuntide to Lammas-day.
myth, and do not think it worth while wasting many close at hand, and with harvest came rejoicings from
words over the supposition that Ben Jonsonwrote the farmto farm. Christmas furnishedits indooramusefirstverse of Psalm cxv., " Non nobis Domine ! non ments and dances; Easter its holiday gambols.
nobis, sed nominiTuo da gloriam." Afterthis publica- Musicians were in request at fairs, and especially so
tion of Clark's (1837) there seems to have ensued a on the famous old May-day, which, corresponding
short truce, but the subject was reopened by a letter with our 13th of May, was more genial to outdoor
of inquiry addressed to a musical journal, Septem- amusements than May-day according to the new
ber, 1839, whether writtenfroma spirit of mischiev- style." Then, indeed, was "Old England" merry,
ous fun or really from a desire for more accurate and the people were contented and happy. They
knowledge it is now impossible to conjecture, but had few wants, and fewer cares. The institution of
certain it is there soon followed letters from John maypoles decorated with garlands of flowers is
Parry and others, notably Dr. Rimbault, who dealt supposed to have had a heathen origin. In 1598
mercilessly with Clark's unwarranted assertions. there was one standing in Cornhill. On the Ist of
Matters became more complicated by the appear- May, 1663, Samuel Pepys noted down in his famous
ance in the Musical World (November 21, 1839) of a " Diary," that he witnessed Morris-dancingin Leadenremarkable letter signed James Henry Saville, of hall Street, which he had not seen for a great while;
Bishopsgate Street Within; it detailed the discovery and that he set up his horse in order to enjoy it.
of certain curious old hymns or songs of the time From Douce's dissertation on the old English Morrisof Henry VII., on the subject of "Long lyve ye dances we learn that " both English and foreign
Kinge" and "Godde preserve ye Kinge," and on glossaries concur in ascribing that dance to the
the following Izth of December the excitement was Moors." Strutt,another eminentantiquarian, makes
no doubt that the Morris-dance, which afterwards
intensifiedby the publication of the following:-became exceedingly popular in this country, originated from the "fools' dance," and thence he traces
* I am indebted to my friend Mr. Wm. Chappell for the following
curious note, now firstprinted: "Entered at Stationers' Hall to Master the bells which characterised it. Hawkins says that
Marriott, 29th March, 1639, a sermon, called 'God save the King,' by to dance a " Morisco, is a term that occurs in some of
Preached at St. Paul's on 27th March, 1639." our old
Henry Valentine, D.D.
English writers." This fact appears to have
t We shall consider how far any music by Purcell resembles " God
save the King " hereafter.
confirmedhim in the opinion that the Morris-dances
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originated with the Moors. Ritson says: "The " Popular Music of the Olden Time," charmingly
Mooris-dance is supposed to have been originally harmonised by Professor Macfarren, who is always
derived fromthe Moorish-dance." When performed in sympathywith England's national music.
In Playford's " Dancing Master," which, in a little
around the maypole on May-day, the Morris-dance
-or, as it is sometimes spelt, Morrice-dance-con- more than half a century, passed through eighteen
sisted of the May Queen, the Jester or Fool, and editions, the first of which appeared in 1652, there
about ten or twelve dancers, accompanied by the are hundreds of dance tunes in almost every possible
Piper and Taborer. At the Robin Hood pageants measure adapted for dancing, with full directions as
there was a larger assemblage of dancers, which to the method of performingevery dance. Many of
included Robin Hood, Little John, Friar Tuck, and these fine old characteristic English tunes have been
Maid Marian, and sometimes a Bishop and a Beggar. rescued from oblivion by Mr. William Chappell,
Ritson, in his " Notes and Illustrations to the Life Professor Macfarren, and the late Dr. Rimbault, to
of Robin Hood," says: " Some of the principal cha- whom Englishmen owe a large debt of gratitude, not
racters of the Morris seem gradually to have dis- only for the revival and preservation of the tunes,
appeared, so that at length it consisted only of the and forpresenting them to the public in an intelligible
dancers, the Piper, and the Fool." It may be here and acceptable form, but for dispelling an illusion,
mentioned that the more ancient " Fools' dance," of and disturbinga fallacy which has too long prevailed,
which Strutt gives a delineation-taken froma very that England does not possess a national music. I
ancient illuminatedmanuscriptin the British Museum, would refer those who may be interested in tracing
-was accompanied by the regal-a small portable the dates, and otherparticulars relating to our prolific
organ, and a bagpipe. In a scene of "Jack Drum's repertoryof fineold English dance music, to the notes
Entertainment," an old play, first printed in 16oi, of the compiler and editor, with which Chappell's
" The tabor and pipe strikeup a Morrice. A shoute "Popular Music of the Olden Time" is richly
within: 'A lord! a lord! a lord! who ?'" (This was furnished.
a usual cry on occasions of mirthand jollity.)
To trace the extensive influence which dancing
and
Ed. Oh, a Morrice is come: observe our country sports. 'Tis has exercised upon every kind of instrumental
vocal music is a study of considerable interest. The
whitson-tyde, and we must frolickit.
instrumental music of ancient times, with the exEntertheMorrice.
ception of preludes and fantasias, canons and fugues,
THE SONG.
consisted of dance measures pure and simple, or
Skip it, and trip it, nimbly, nimbly,
music of the same kind varied in restricted harTickle it, tickle it lustily.
Strike up the tabor forthe wenches' favour,
mony, or by passages in the dry fashion of the age.
Tickle it, tickle it lustily.
In the sixteenth and early part of the seventeenth
Let us be seen on Hygate Greene,
To dance forthe honour of Holloway.
the harmonies and passages were written in
century,
Since we are come hither, let's spare forno leather,
the diatonic scale, so thatthe variations in modulation
To dance for the honour of Holloway.
were slight, and consisted principally in certain de(The Morricesing dance and exeunt.)
vices in imitation, more notable for pedantry than
The county of Norfolk was famous for Morris- for elegance and beauty. As the art progressed, and
dancing about two centuries and a half ago. Will the chromatic scale became more mingled with the
Kemp, an actor and celebrated Morris-dancer,danced diatonic, monotony gradually yielded to an increase
a " Morris " fromLondon to Norwich in nine days, of of charm both in melody and harmony, and in the
which " wonder" he published, in 16oo, an account, invention of passages of a more varied character.
" to satisfy his friends," under the following title:-.
The instrumental solos of the sixteenth, seven" Kemp's nine daies wonder performed in a daunce teenth, and early part of the eighteenth centuries,
from London to Norwich. Contaynyngethe pleasure, composed forthe popular musical instrumentsof the
paines, and kind entertainment of William Kemp, period-the virginals, clavichords, spinet, single and
between London and that city in his late Morrice,&c." double harpsichord, called in Italy spinettoand cemOn the title-page is the figureof the author attired as balo, in France tpinetteand clavecin, in Germany
a Morris-dancer, " preceded by a fellow with a pipe Clavier, and the theorbo, lute, and violin-consisted
and drum, whom he calls Thomas Sly, his taberer." of short movements composed in the measure, and
In a curious old black-letter tract, published in 16o09 called by the names, of the respective popular dances
by William Rowley, dramatist, entitled, " A Search of various countries in Europe, to which reference
forMoney, or the lamentable complaint forthe losse will presentlybe moreparticularlymade. Christopher
of the wandring knight Mounsier I'Argent; or, come Simpson, in his " Compendium of Practical Music,"
along with me, I know thou louest money; Dedicated informsus, that, with the exception of fantasias and
to all those that lack money," there is an allusion to symphonies, instrumentalmusic, in its several kinds,
Kemp's famous Morris-dance : " Yee have been either was derived from the various measures in dancing.
eare-or-eye-witnesses,or both,to many madde voiages The composers who played upon and wrote for the
made of late yeares, both by sea and land, as to travell several musical instruments above mentioned were
to Rome with the return in certain daies, the wild the following: In Italy-Girolamo Cavazzoni, LuzzasMorrise to Norrige, the fellowes going backward to cho Luzzaschi, Claudio Merulo, Girolamo Diruta,
Barwick, another hopping from Yorke to London; Giuseppe Guami, Annibale Paduano, Andrea and
and the transformingof the top of Paules into a Giovanni Gabrielli, Frescobaldi, Bernadino Pasquino,
Alessandro and Domenico Scarlatti, Benedetto Marstable, &c."
The Morris-dance was performedby young men cello, Gian Battista Martini, Durante, Porpora,
without their coats, and with their shirts and other Corelli, Tartini, Geminiani, Hasse, Pescetti, Galuppi,
garments decorated with ribbons of various colours, and Paradies; in England during the same periodand with bells of various tones attached to their caps, Tye, Tallis, Byrde, Bull, Orlando Gibbons, Dowknees, and feet. The tinkling of the bells, together land, Wilbye, Weelkes, Morley, Munday, Giles
with the sounds fromthe lively pipe, and the measured Farnaby, Blithman, Peter Phillips, Robert Johnson,
beat of the tabor, animated the spectators no less than Richard Farnaby, Tisdall, Hooper, Edward Johnson,
the dancers. The " Staines Morris-dance " tune may Henry Lawes, Ford, Henry Purcell, Arne, Avison,
be specially named as one of the most melodious and Blow, and others; in Germany-Froberger, Kuhnau,
characteristic among the many spirited Morris- Muffat, Buxterhude, Jean-Gaspard de Kehl, John
dances extant. It is to be found in Chappell's Sebastian Bach, Friedman, and Emanuel Bach,
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Handel, Nichelmann, John Phillip Sack, Marpurg, thenia," the firstbook of virginal music ever printed,
Gluck, &c.; in France-Louis
Couperin, Chambon- by William Byrde, John Bull, and Orlando Gibbons,
nitres d'Anglebert, L. Begue, Rameau, Fran9ois the three most eminent masters of the period-i6II :
and in other works by the early English composers.
Couperin, Lully, Mondonville, and others.
In 1607 Thomas Forde published in London, It was usual to distinguishPavans, Galliards, Corantos,
" Musicke of sundre kindes set forth in two books, and other dance measures, by associating them with
&c. . . . The second are Pavens, Galiards, Almaines, the names of noted persons-thus: " King Harry the
Toies, Jiggs, Thumpes, and such like, fortwo basse 8th's Pavyn;" " The Empororse Pavyn; " " The Earl
viols, the liera way, so made as the greatest number of Salisbury's Pavan;" " Mr. John Langton's Pavan ;"
may serve to play alone, very easy to be performed." "The Earl of Essex, his Galiard;" " Captaine Piper,
The Thunmpeshere mentioned was not the dance his Galiarde;"." Mr. George Whitehead, his Almand ;"
called Dump, or DomfPe,which was a melancholy " Mr. Bucklon, his A lmnand."The Saraband, or Zaraone. William Corkine published also in London, banda, is a Spanish dance of great antiquity, derived
in 16io and 1612, in two parts, " Ayres to sing and from the Moors when they inhabited Spain. From
play to the Lute and Basse Violl, with Pavins, that country it spread throughout Europe. It is a
Galliards, Almaines, and Corantes for the Lyra very slow dance, and the music is generally marked
Violl."
adagio; it should be a very expressive movement.
The following are the principal dance measures, As an additional proof of the Moorish origin of the
sometimes called "ayres " or " airs " (a term derived dance, Sir John Hawkins states that a Saraband,
from Italy), which were used by the instrumental danced by a Moor, was constantlya part of the entercomposers of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and early tainment at a puppet-show. It was danced to the
part of the eighteenth centuries, sometimes alone, accompaniment of the castanets, an instrument of
and later in a collection of lessons with a prelude, percussion truly Moorish, formed of the wood of the
called suites de piices. The titles were variously spelt chestnut tree-castaiia. We are told that when, in the
at differentperiods and in differentcountries, but, seventeenth century, Hamet-ben Hadji, the Moorish
despite their orthographic variations, they are always ambassador, visited England, an English beauty
to be recognised. These airs are the Pavan, Sara- danced a Sarabanid before him, accompanying herself
band, Galliard, Chaconne, Coranto,Bourrie, Passepied, with " a pair of castanets in each hand, and that his
Passecaille, Passanmezzo,Louvre, Menuet,Gavotte,Riga- Excellency was so entranced withherperformance,and
doon, Tamnbourin,
Ballet, Siciliana, Rondeau, Canaries, probably also by her beauty, that, as soon as she had
concluded the dance, he ran towards her, took her in
Jig or Giga.
his arms, and kissed her, protesting that she had
John Dowland, the famous lutenist-Shakespeare's
friend-published, about 1603, a workwith the follow- almost persuaded him he was in his own country."
The Saraband is usually the second measure in a
ing title: " Lachrymee, or Seven Teares, figured in
seven passionate Pavanes, with divers other Pavanes, suite de Pi'ces. It is written in triple measure, either
Galiardes, and Allemandes set forth for the Lute, three minims or three crotchets in a bar, the last
Viols, and Violins, in five parts." The Pavan, a minim or crotchet being longer by a dot than the
grave and majestic dance, is supposed to have de- first. In Handel's first Opera, entitled "Almira,"
rived its name from favo, a peacock, and to be of composed by him at Hamburg in 1703, there is a
ancient Spanish origin. The Italians also lay claim Saraband, the original of the very melodious air,
to the invention of this dance as derived fromPadua. "Lascia ch' io pianga," which, eight years later, he
It was a favourite measure of Francis I. and Henry introduced into " Rinaldo," the firstItalian Opera he
VIII.-suited to kings and queens. It was performed produced on the London Italian stage. The vocal
by princes in their mantles, by ladies in gowns with version of this expressive melody differsbut slightly
long trains, the motion whereof in the dance re- from the original instrumental composition. The
sembled that of a peacock's tail; barristersperformed firstfewbars of the introductionto Beethoven's Overthe dance in their wigs and gowns; unprofessional ture to " Egmont " is of the same measure as a true
gentlemen in full dress, with cap and sword. The Saraband. The ancient dance measures are again
Pavan is a slow, dignifiedmovement in fourminims, becoming familiar to musical ears since the revival
or four crotchets in a bar-a kind of slow march. of a taste for the fineold virginal, harpsichord, and
It was succeeded by a dance of a lighter character in violin music of Handel, John Sebastian Bach,
Corelli, Tartini, Rameau, and other great masters of
triple time called a Galliard.
In ancient times, in England and elsewhere, men the seventeenth,and early part of the eighteenth cenof the gravest character did not deem it inconsistent turies. Aftera long period of fulness, and perhaps
with their professions to dance. The judges, in com- of an exuberance of wealth in composition, a return
pliance with an ancient custom, danced annually on to simplicity of form becomes as welcome as it is
Candlemas-day in the hall of the late Serjeants' Inn. refreshing and invigorating to the spirit of a conSir William Dugdale, alluding to the ancient revels scientious composer. The fine old dance measures
at Lincoln's Inn, says: " And that nothing might be of our musical ancestors, which have offeredvaluable
wanting for their encouragement in the excellent suggestions to the great masters who flourished tostudy (the law), they have anciently had dancings wards the end of the last, and in a part of the prefor their recreation and delight. . . . Nor were sent century,may once more present ideas to more
these exercises merely permitted, but thought very modern masters in composition, whose genius may
necessary, as it seems, and much conducing to the possibly again develop them into great and enduring
making of gentlemen more fitfortheir books at other works, and perhaps invest them anew with hitherto
times; for by an order made 6th February, 7 Jac., it undiscovered features. The dance measures of the
appears that the junior barristers were, by decima- sixteenth and seventeenth centuries will remain a
tion, put out of commons for example's sake, because standing protest against such modern compositions
the whole bar gave offence by not dancing on as are "without form, and void,"-music-chaotic,
Candlemas-day preceding, according to the ancient confused, and without grace and beauty.
order of this society, when the judges were present:
The Chaconnewas a famous dance of old Spanishwith this, that if the like fault were committedafter- Moorish origin. Some have traced it to Persia and
wards they should be fined or disbarred." Specimens its name to shach-or shah-a king, and fromthence
of the ancient style of Pavan and Galliard are to be it has been termed a royal dance. Its musical
seen in StaffordSmith's "Musica Antiqua;" in " Par- measure is bold and noble. It consists of four bars
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in slow triple time, which are varied without limit. the ground in time to music. The king took part
The Chaconnesof Bach and Corelli forthe violin, and only in the first dance, moving and dancing and
those of Handel and Fran9ois Couperin, are magnifi- following the music with gesture and position."
cent specimens of the measure. A Chaconneis to be The Lord Commissioner Whitelock, in the reign of
foundin Purcell's Opera of " Dioclesian," in fourparts. Charles I., composed a Coranto which was very
The Passecaille, or Passacaglio, resembles it in some popular for thirty years. Charles II. was passionrespects, being a short air with variations. They are ately fond of dancing and music. His knowledge of
both composed in the minor mode. In Handel's music was not extensive, but he could sing from
seventh suite de pieces for the harpsichord is a notes with a voice which is described as a " plump
fine specimen of the Passecaille. The Passepied is a bass." A letter written by him from Bruges to his
kind of quick minuet,usually writtenin threequavers friendHenry Bennett, afterwardsthe Earl of Arlingin a bar. A Paspe is also to be found in Purcell's ton, contains the followingdirections: " Pray get me
Opera just named. It is a brisk French dance, and pricked down as many new Corantos, Sarabands,
was invented in Bretagne. In Playford's " Dancing and other little dances as you can, and bring them
Master," the seventeenth edition, there is a specimen with you; for I have got a small fiddler who does
of this dance measure, called also "A Paspe," written not play ill upon the fiddle." The musical measure
in i measure, in fifteenbars; the first part ending in of the Coranto is in three crotchets in a bar, or in
the dominant of the key, C. The dance is headed, three minims, with a constant flow of quavers or
" Longways for as many as will," which indicates a crotchets according to the time-signature of the
kind of countrydance. At the foot are fulldirections composition, which may be written either in the
how to perform the dance, which to me appear to minor or major mode. There are so many charming
be very complicated. Ferdinand Hiller and Edward Corantos, pathetic, melodious, and elegant, in the
Silas have composed some charming Passepieds, in suites de pieces of Francois Couperin, surnamed " Le
which they have preserved the true character of the Grand," of Handel, Henry Purcell, Sebastian Bach
dance measure without a particle of plagiarism. The and his sons, Friedmann and Emanuel Bach, Gian
Passanezzo was a kind of indolent walking-some- Battista Martini, Rameau, Corelli, and others, that
thing like the more modern quadrille. The A llemande it is almost invidious to draw special attention to
was a production of Germany. Sir John Gallini, in any one in particular. It was evidently a favourite
his "Treatise on the Art of Dancing," describes the measure with the old composers. The spirit and
manner of its performance a century ago. He says: grace of the old Coranto measure is preserved in the
" Each man, holding his partner round the waist, minuet-movement in Mendelssohn's " Italian Symmakes her whirl round with almost inconceivable phony." It may be traced also in many of the
rapidity: they dance in a grand circle, seeming to compositions of the great symphony-writers. The
pursue one another, in the course of which they Lavolta, the precursor of the German Waltz, is menexecute several leaps, and some particularly pleasing tioned by Massinger, and other dramatists of Shakesteps when they turn, but so very difficultas to speare's time.
The Jig has always been a popular dance, and a
appear such even to professed dancers themselves.
When this dance is performed by a numerous com- popular musical measure in every European country.
pany, it furnishes one of the most pleasing sights It is said to be of pure British origin. The measure
that can be imagined." The Allemande is always has been very generally adopted by all the great comthe first movement in a suite de Pieces. The Alle- posers of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
mandes by Handel, Bach, Couperin, Martini, Corelli, centuries. It was generally written in ', or 3, or 8
Geminiani, and Rameau, are fine specimens of this measure. It was usually the final movement in a
class of composition. They are generally in the suite de pieces,and was oftenintroduced by Handel into
minor mode, and are characterised by much sentiment his Overtures, whether secular or sacred. " Rejoice
combined with dignity; although the constant flowof greatly," in the " Messiah," in its original form,was
semiquavers when writtenin four crotchets in a bar, a vocal Jig. The passages were subsequently altered
and quavers, when written in four minims, might from triplets in quavers to four semiquavers. In a
appear to deprive it of sedateness of character. very early score it may be seen in both ways, the
There are many specimens of Allemandes-called altered mode being, with other modified numbers, in
Almaines, Anlmans-to be foundin an appendix. The Irish Jig is too familiar to require
severally, Anlmands,
Stafford Smith's and Dr Crotch's specimens of any comment. It is yet danced by the finest" pisantry
ancient music, writtenin a differentmanner fromthe in the world," and nothing more exhilarating than its
Allemandesof the great harpischord performers.
music can be heard.
The next dance measure to be named is the Coranto, Scotch jigs are mentioned by early English writers
or Corante,or Courante. As its designation implies, as well as by Burns, who, in his "Jolly Beggars,"
it was a kind of running dance. It was very fashion- has :Wi' hand on haunch, and upward e'e,
able in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
He crooned his gamut, ane, twa, three,
and the specimens of the dance measure by the
Then, in an A rioso key,
The wee Apollo
great masters of the olden time are numberless.
Set aff,wi' Allegrettoglee,
Cardinal Aldobrandini, in his " Diary," gives an acHis giga solo.
count of the festivities consequent on the espousals
of Mary de Medicis with Henry IV. of France at
The Reel and Strathspey,peculiar to the Highlands
Florence in 16oo, when, by the way, was performed of Scotland, bear no resemblance to the dance of
the first Opera in Italy-the "Orfeo," by Jacopo any country,and the music which accompanies those
Peri. The Cardinal says: "The king began with dances is equally special and peculiar.
the queen a Chiarentana, then followed a Galiardo;
"Tullochgorum" is as fair a specimen of a Reel
next came a Coranto,in which the gentleman, nearly tune as can be named. The Strathspeyis of the same
running,leads his lady round in a circle and to the musical measure, but slower in movement. "Tam's
place where he wishes to set her. Here he seizes Highland Fling" well represents the Strathspeytune.
her, lifts her somewhat from the ground, and at the Its title is doubtless borrowed from the little town of
moment when she again stands on her feet, she is that name in Invernesshire.
Notices of the old English and French dances are
hurried on in a similar course by another partner.
The gentlemen at last take their ladies under their postponed to a futurenumber. Space will admit but
arms, turn round in narrow circles, and liftthem from of a hasty glance at two dances of French origin.
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The Bourree,the measure of which has become Instead thereofwe hear a lad ofseventeentalk ofhis
familiarto modernears by frequentperformancesdeclininghealth,complainofsettledmelancholy,
and
on the violin and pianoforteof some of Bach's fine give reasonswhyhe cannot repaycertainborrowed
specimens,was inventedat Auvergne,where it was monies. A grimlypropheticstarttruly! At once
Beethoven,
yet danced in the middleof the eighteenthcentury.we are en rapportwith the traditionary
Rousseau describesthe Rigadoonas a livelydance, and knowthatthewayalongwhichwe have to travel
the air of which is in double time, and generally in his companywill offerno relieffromclouds and
divided into two repeats,phrased in four separate darkness.
measures,and commencingby the last note of the Taking into considerationfirstthe letterswritten
second time. The inventoris supposed to have between 1783 and 1815, two broad black lines are
ofdancingnamedM. Rigaud. There found runningthroughthem. The one signifies
beena professor
is a Rigadoon in Handel's firstGerman Opera, healthtrouble,the othermoneytrouble. These were
" Almira," and many favourableexamples of this to Beethoventhe " lines of fate"-the spectresthat
dance-measurein Playford's" Dancing Master."
doggedhis steps and neverlefthim till he sank into
The Sicilianawas an ancientdance of Sicily. The his grave. Let us see how theyarose,and markthe
old composershave profusely
adoptedthe measurein initial years of theirvictim's torment,takingthe
theirvocal as well as in theirinstrumental
composi- health trouble first. Beethoven seems always to
tions. " Let me wandernot unseen" (Handel) is a have been sensitiveas regardsbodilyailments,ifnot
Siciliana. The Canariesis supposed to be of Eng- absolutelyinclinedto hypochondriasis.We gather
lish origin. A specimenis to be found among thusmuchfromtheletterreferred
to above,in which
Franqois Couperin'scompositionsfor the clavecin. he addressesa Dr. Schade of Augsburgon the subPurcell introducedinto his Opera "Dioclesian, or ject of his mother'sdeath. The young musician,
the Prophetess" (1691), among many dances, the thenseventeenyearsofage, having been summoned
Canaries,scored fortwoviolins,tenor,and bass. It from Vienna to witness the last moments of his
is a gay, melodiousdance, always in briskmove- beloved parent, passed through Augsburg, and borment,writtenin three quavers in a bar, the firstrowed three carolins of the doctor for travelling
quaver in each bar being dotted. Shakespeare expenses. In explaining why the money had not
alludes to thisdance as well as to the dance called been repaid, we find him using such language as
the Brawl,of which StaffordSmithgivestwospeci- this: "I must tell you that from the time I left
"
mens in his Musica Antiqua," one slow, " for old
people;" another more rapid, for "young married
people." It was a dance characteristic of contention. It is written sometimes Branles. During the
reign of Louis XIV., who was considered to be the
finestdancer in Europe, the most favourite amusement at his court was the performance of dramatic
pieces called Ballets. Dialogue was occasionally
admitted into them, but dancing, gesture, and music
were their salient features. The renowned master,
Jean-Baptiste Lully, became celebrated forhis music
composed for those entertainments. Lully not only
contributed in many ways to the improvement of
instrumental music (he was the inventor of the Overture), but, in his capacity as director of the king's
band, he, like the immortal ,Eschylus and Sophocles,
had the arduous task not only of teaching the performers to play and to sing, but to instruct the
dancers.
(To be continued.)

Augsburg my cheerfulnessas well as my health began
to decline; the nearer I came to my native city the
more frequentwere the letters frommyfather,urging
me to travel with all possible speed, as my mother's
health was in a most precarious condition. I therefore hurried forward as fast as I could, althoughmyself far from well." Subsequently he adds: " I
have passed very few pleasant hours since my
arrival here, having during the whole time been
sufferingfromasthma, which may, I fear, eventually
turn to consumption ; to this is added melancholyalmost as great an evil as my malady itself." It was
of consumption that Beethoven's mother had died,
and here we findthe boy-for he was nothing moremorbidly anticipating a similar end, while actually
suffering from symptoms which might have been
caused by the influence of mental moods upon a
sensitive nervous organisation. Consumption, as
we all know, never laid its lank chill finger on
the master, nor did it ever threaten him; but
thirteen years later that happened which was
almost worse than death. A letter written by
THE GREAT COMPOSERS, SKETCHED BY Beethoven to his friend, Pastor Amenda, gives us
the first intimation of the disease which barred
THEMSELVES.
against him the gates of the world of sound. He
BY JOSEPH BENNETT.
had long been aware of its insidious approaches, but
No. IV.-BEETHOVEN.
had said nothing. Probably he had tried to keep the
IT is unfortunate for such a purpose as mine that matter secret even from himself,shutting his eyes to
neither Herr von KSchel nor Dr. Ludwig Nohi was it, and chasing away the horrible anticipations it
able to include in his published collection of Beet- must have excited. But the malady
crept on, and at
hoven's letters more than a very few writtenduring last Beethoven could no longer live without the
the sunny time of the composer's youth. We have sympathy of his kind. He felt,as we all feel under
learned to associate Beethoven so closely and unin- like conditions, a craving forhuman consolation. He
terruptedlywith " storm and stress" that it is hard musttell somebody; not however any of his friendsin
to believe there ever was for him a period when, to Vienna, the news would be sure to get abroad, and
use a homely English saying, the Black Ox of Care he shrank with infinitepain fromsuch publicity. So
had not trodden on his foot-a period when, as Car- the master unburdened himself to the worthypastor
lyle puts it, " the sacred air-cities of hope had not in distant Courland, and here are his words,beginning
shrunk into the mean clay hamlets of reality." Yet with the pathetic cry, " How often I wish you were
the master must have had an experience common to with me, for your Beethoven is very unhappy"
:us all, and if no record of it fromhis own pen exists, "You must know that one of my most precious
one essential means of estimating his character on faculties, that of hearing, is become very defective;
the best of evidence is lost. As it is, the letters open even while you were still with me I felt indications
painfully. We take them up expecting to findat the of this, though I said nothing, but it is now much
outset a cheery Beethoven, setting forthon his career worse. Whether I shall ever be cured it remains yet
with prospects coloured by the roseate glow of youth. to be seen: it is supposed to proceed fron the state
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